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Glenn McGrath, an iconic figure in the world of cricket, is renowned for his lethal

line and length bowling. Born on February 9, 1970, in Dubbo, New South Wales,

Australia, he had humble beginnings but was destined for greatness from a young

age.

From the early stages of his career, McGrath's dedication and work ethic set him

apart. He had an undeniable passion for the sport and a burning desire to be the

best. It didn't take long for his talent to catch the attention of the cricketing world.
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Rise to Stardom: Owning the Line and Mastering the Art of Swing

McGrath's rise to stardom began in the mid-1990s when he became a regular

member of the Australian national team. With his impeccable line and swing

bowling, he proved to be a nightmare for batsmen worldwide. He developed a

unique ability to consistently hit the right line and extract movement off the pitch.
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One of his most defining moments came during the 1997 Ashes series against

England. McGrath demolished the English batting lineup with his devastating line

and swing, finishing the series with an incredible 35 wickets at an average of

19.42. This performance solidified his reputation as one of the best fast bowlers

in the world.

Conquering Adversities: Triumph Over Personal Tragedy

Despite achieving great success on the cricket field, McGrath faced several

personal tragedies. In 1997, his wife, Jane McGrath, was diagnosed with breast

cancer. This news shook him to the core, but he channeled his pain into

determination.

McGrath decided to use his platform and fame to raise awareness and funds for

cancer research. Alongside his wife, he launched the McGrath Foundation, which

aims to provide support for individuals and families experiencing breast cancer.

Tragically, Jane lost her battle with cancer in 2008. However, McGrath's

dedication to the cause has never wavered. He continues to work tirelessly to

raise funds and awareness, leaving a lasting impact on the lives of those affected

by breast cancer.

Retirement and Legacy: A Bowler for the Ages

After an illustrious career spanning 14 years, McGrath retired from international

cricket in 2007. He left a remarkable legacy, finishing as Australia's highest

wicket-taker in Test cricket with an astounding 563 wickets. His impact on the

sport extended far beyond the playing field.

McGrath's ability to consistently hit the right line and length, combined with his

mastery of swing, revolutionized the fast bowling craft. He set the standard for



aspiring bowlers around the world, inspiring a generation of cricketers to replicate

his technique.

The Glenn McGrath Line and Strength Technique: Breaking It Down

McGrath's line and strength technique is a testament to his precision and control

as a bowler. His ability to consistently hit the right areas made it challenging for

batsmen to score runs and put immense pressure on them.

Here are the key elements of his line and strength technique:

Length: McGrath often bowled a fullish length, making it difficult for batsmen

to play off the back foot. His deliveries consistently landed in the "corridor of

uncertainty," forcing batsmen into making mistakes.

Line: McGrath specialized in bowling just outside the off stump, known as

the "off-stump channel." This line made it challenging for batsmen to leave

the ball or play attacking shots, resulting in many edges and dismissals.

Swing: McGrath possessed excellent control over swing bowling, both

conventional and reverse. His ability to swing the ball away from right-handed

batsmen troubled even the best players of his time.

Consistency: Perhaps McGrath's greatest asset was his unwavering

consistency. He rarely bowled wayward deliveries, relentlessly hitting the

right line and length ball after ball.

In : Glenn McGrath's Line and Strength Legacy Lives On

Glenn McGrath's line and strength technique has left an indelible mark on the

world of cricket. His deadly accuracy and ability to consistently hit the right areas

made him a nightmare for batsmen throughout his career.



Off the field, his resilience and commitment to fighting breast cancer have made a

lasting impact on countless lives. His untiring efforts through the McGrath

Foundation continue to inspire and provide support to those affected by the

disease.

McGrath's legacy as one of the greatest fast bowlers of all time is secured, but his

contributions extend far beyond his cricketing achievements. He is a true role

model, inspiring aspiring athletes both on and off the field.
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From working the land in Narromine to winning cricket's World Cup three times,

Glenn McGrath has always faced life with fierce determination and an unerring

will to succeed, despite the odds.

Following his retirement from international cricket, McGrath shares the story of his

life - in cricket and off the field. Known as 'Pigeon', he won his baggy green cap in

Perth in 1993 and went on to forge a brilliant career, retiring as cricket's most
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successful fast bowler with 563 Test wickets. McGrath entered Ashes folklore in

1997 when he destroyed England by taking 8 for 38 at Lord's, and he even scored

a Test half-century with the bat. With leg spinner Shane Warne, he formed the

most devastating bowling combination in Test history.

Glenn McGrath's most meaningful achievements, however, have been off the

field. With his wife Jane, who battled breast and bone cancers, he established the

McGrath Foundation, a major fundraiser for and supporter of people with breast

cancer. In the book, in their own words, the McGraths discussed their ongoing

battles with the disease. Line and Strength is the tell-all story of an Australian

country boy who took on the world.

After battling cancer for 11 years, Jane died on 22 June 2008. Glenn is now the

Chairman of the McGrath Foundation and continues to fundraise tirelessly to

place breastcare nurses in hospitals.
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